Monotrack 9100 and 9100M
Standard Installation instructions – single track
1. Lay track out on the floor in squarely in its position. Raise track off the floor if
necessary to avoid skirting etc.
2. When square, mark position for wall brackets: 2100affl or 2200affl is standard
for Monotrack 9100 and 2140 for Shower tracks (for 2100 drop shower
curtain)
3. Drill holes for wall brackets and install using appropriate fixings; ie plugs and
screws for solid walls or hollow wall anchors. Top hole is sufficient in most
cases for 9100m shower tracks.
4. Install single point hanger (ferrule) onto track at the centre of the bend or
close as possible. Check that there are no lights etc on the ceiling that may
be in the way. Use a 1/8 drill through track and an 8 gauge 19mm c/s screw
to attach ferrule to track. **Disregard thread in bottom hole of the ferrule.
5. Lift track into its position in the wall brackets and use a prop or second person
to hold level at fitting height.
6. Pin track to brackets. Use 1/8 drill and 10mm 6 or 8 gauge screw. Stainless
ideally. Do not pin at this stage if there is not sufficient clearance between
track and ceiling as you will need to take track down to drill.
7. Ensure track is still level and mark position for hanger point on the ceiling.
Use a plumb or laser pointer.
8. Drill hole through ceiling. If gyprock – use a hollow wall anchor or screw to
timber/metal if in place. If tiled ceiling – attach hanger to grid or place a
600 x 300 piece of 19mm mdf or ply above tile to attach to.
NOTE: Timber sits above tile and is supported by the grid.
9. Attach ferrule to ceiling and then measure from ceiling to top of track – ensure
track is level. Deduct 25mm from the measurement and cut the drop rod at
this length.
10. Install drop rod and tighten grub screws using allen key.

